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Abstract—Electronic nose technology may have the poten-
tial to substantially slow the spread of contagious diseases
with rapid signal indication. As our understanding of infec-
tious diseases such as Corona Virus Disease 2019 improves,
we expect electronic nose technology to detect changes asso-
ciated with pathogenesisof the disease such as biomarkers of
immune response for respiratory symptoms, central nervous
system injury, and/or peripheral nervous system injury in the
breath and/or odor of an individual. In this paper, a design of
an electronic nose was configured to detect the concentration
of a COVID-19 breath simulation sample of alcohol, acetone,
and carbon monoxide mixture. After preheating for 24 hours,
the sample was carried into an internal bladder of the col-
lection vessel for analysis and data was collected from three sensors to determine suitability of these sensors for the
application of exhaled breath analysis. Test results show a detection range in parts-per-million within the sensor detection
range of at least 10-300 ppm. The output response of an MQ-2 and an MQ-135 sensor to a diverse environment of target
gasses show the MQ-2 taking a greater length of time to normalize baseline drift compared to an MQ-135 sensor due
to cross interferences with other gasses. The COVID-19 breath simulation sample was established and validated based
on preliminary data obtained from parallel COVID-19 breath studies based in Edinburgh and Dortmund. This detection
method provides a non-invasive, rapid, and selective detection of gasses in a variety of applications in virus detection as
well as agricultural and homeland security.

Index Terms— Gas sensor, alcohol and acetone detection, diagnosis model, corona virus disease-2019,electronic nose,
point-of-care.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Observed Symptoms of COVID-19

ON MARCH 11, 2020 severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) has caused a respiratory

illness pandemic in the form of Corona Virus Disease 2019
(COVID-19). A plurality of key symptoms associated with
COVID-19 infections including, but not limited to: fever and
dry cough accompanying approximately 80% of COVID-19
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infections [4], [19] headache, nasal congestion, sore throat,
nausea, labored breath or dyspnea [5]; and musculoskeletal
symptoms responding to inflammatory and immune response
being fatigue, myalgia or muscle pain, and arthralgia or joint
pain [5], [26]. Recently observed symptoms of COVID-19
include anosmia and ageusia. Anosmia is a neurological
impairment of olfactory functioning in that the olfactory
system is not able to accurately detect and/or correctly identify
odors and is characterized by a loss of smell. Ageusia is
characterized by a loss of taste [6], [7].

B. Breath Biochemistry of COVID-19
Anosmia has been known to be an indicator of neu-

rodegenerative diseases. Some neurological manifestations of
COVID-19 result in energy failure of the neuron in response to
Calcium (Ca+) mediated injury to myelinated axons when an
increase in the amount of sodium (Na+) is retained within the
inside of the cell [2]. When there is an influx of (Na+) inside
of a cell, the reverse operation of the (Na+) - (Ca2+) exchanger
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is activated, thereby, importing excessive levels of (Ca2+) into
the axon. (Ca2+) mediated injury includes, but is not limited
to, fragmented neurofilaments, depolymerized microtubules,
or a lowering of organelles of residual demyelinated axons [3].
An influx of (Ca2+) occurs as a result from both ATP depletion
and from odorant binding. For example, in odorant binding,
cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) causes a depolar-
izing flow of current into olfactory receptor neurons, which
slows odorant stimulation by closing cyclic nucleotide-gated
(CNG) channels [10]. Studies have evidence supporting carbon
monoxide (CO) as the diffusible intracellular and intercellular
biomarker of CNG channel activity in olfactory receptor
neurons. Thus, CO is a byproduct of olfactory transduction
associated with CNG channel activity reduction, whereby,
a loss of olfactory receptor neurons occurs for minutes [10].
These excessive concentrations of CO byproduct may be
detected by a gas sensor and compared to CO concentrations
of healthy individuals. In particular, studies have indicated
measured concentrations of CO emitted from the breath of
non-COVID-19 individuals as having approximately 2 ppm-
100 ppm of CO present in their exhaled breath [13], and [14].

Although SARS-CoV-2 is considered a respiratory illness,
scientific evidence demonstrates that viruses may utilize the
olfactory nerve to infiltrate and damage the nervous sys-
tem such as the central nervous system (CNS) and/or the
peripheral nervous system (PNS) by activating T-lymphocytes
which then activate microglia and inflammatory media-
tors [11], [12], [19], [22], [23], [24], [25]. Nervous system
damage is associated with disease specific metabolites and
abnormal chemical biomarkers that are emitted into the air
from soft tissue samples and body cavities such as, the lungs
and/or the nasal cavity, which may be detected in the breath
of an individual with an electronic nose (eNose) sensor as a
diagnostic test for COVID-19 [1], [8], [20], [21]. Referring to
Table I, in addition to carbon monoxide being an inflammatory
biomarker, preliminary data obtained from parallel COVID-19
breath studies, based in Edinburgh and Dortmund, have indi-
cated statistically significant concentrations of methanol gas
which is an alcohol and a ketone gas being acetone, using
gas chromatography-ion mobility spectrometry (GC-IMS),
as being capable of discriminating between patients with
COVID-19 and healthy individuals [17]. For example, at the
Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh (RIE), a participant’s COVID-19
positive breath sample was collected within the GC-column
to separate the plurality of compounds of the breath. Next,
the plurality of compounds was ionized, whereby, the ions
exhibited a characteristic drift time determined by the detector
based on properties such as mass and charge [17]. Table I
shows detected exhaled methanol monomer and methanol
dimer concentrations having a relative drift time of 0.99 ms
and 1.036 ms, respectively, whereby, signal processing of
GC-IMS data with MATLAB and statistical analysis indi-
cated a lower methanol signal volume emitted from exhaled
breath of RIE COVID-19 positive participants compared to
non-COVID-19 exhaled breath samples [17]. Although this
aforementioned RIE study resulted in an identification of a
decreased concentration of methanol in the exhaled breath of
COVID-19 positive participants using GC-IMS and did not

TABLE I
VOC CONCENTRATION TRENDS IN EXHALED BREATH OF HEALTHY

SAMPLES COMPARED TO VIRAL INFILTRATED SAMPLES

use a gas sensor capable of detecting methanol concentrations
in ppm, the results contribute to our understanding of the
COVID-19 exhaled breath pattern signature.

Table I further shows detected exhaled acetone concen-
trations having a relative drift time of 1.159 ms, whereby,
signal processing of this GC-IMS data with MATLAB, prelim-
inary modeling, and statistical analysis indicated an increased
acetone signal volume emitted from exhaled breath of RIE
COVID-19 positive participants compared to non-COVID-19
exhaled breath samples, corresponding to an increased con-
centration of acetone in COVID-19 positive participants [17].
It is currently known that environmental contaminants exist
in both the ambient air and/or an exhaled breath sample.
For example, Table I shows concentrations of acetone in non-
COVID-19 exhaled breath samples having a detected concen-
tration range between 0.24 ppm-1.69 ppm [17]. Hence, a gas
sensor, such as the MQ-135, capable of detecting acetone at
levels exceeding 1.69 ppm is desirable for the application of
detection of breath acetone levels. In addition, the reduction
of environmental contaminants within ambient air can be
reduced and/or eliminated with an air tight sample collection
and processing system. Thus, the simulated breath sample
solution of this current simulation model was based from the
aforementioned breath studies and comprises CO, alcohol and
acetone within an air tight sample collection and processing
system.

II. METHOD AND EXPERIMENT

A. Electronic Nose
The electronic nose has a housing retaining an array of

metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) gas sensors retained in
the chamber of the housing. These sensors are capable of
being saturated by a target gas to then produce a voltage
drop across the sensors resulting in an output response in
volts (V). The MOS-based sensors are capable of detecting gas
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Fig. 1. Electronic nose having gas sensing components retained
within an internal bladder being in communication with a sample vessel,
compressed oxygen carrier gas, and a flowmeter.

concentrations in parts-per-million (ppm) of CO, acetone, and
alcohol. Referring to Figure 1, circuitry of the first Arduino
Uno microcontroller electrically connects to the MOS-based
MQ-2 and MQ-135 gas sensors. The second Arduino Uno
microcontroller is electrically connected to a BME280 sensor
configured to measure pressure and temperature within the
chamber of the housing. The housing chamber retains an
internal bladder which connects the input port of the electronic
nose to the exhaust port of the electronic nose to separate the
microcontrollers and electronic circuitry from the gas obtained
from the sample solution, whereby, at least a portion of the
BME280, MQ-2 sensor configured to detect both CO and
alcohol, and a MQ-135 sensor configured to detect acetone
are retained within the internal bladder. The microcontrollers
are electrically wired to a 5V power source being an electronic
device such as a computer. The electronic device has a graphic
user interface configured for a programmer to calibrate the
gas sensors, to define threshold values, and to collect data
pertaining to the detected gas signature.

B. Gas Detection Components
The internal bladder of the housing chamber is purged with

compressed oxygen, as the carrier gas, to reset the sensors
to baseline. A sample solution comprises liquid alcohol and
liquid acetone mixed together and retained within an air
tight sample vessel to reduce and/or eliminate environmental
contaminants.

In an attempt to mimic the temperature of exhaled breath,
the sample solution of liquid alcohol and liquid acetone
were heated to approximately 94◦F within the known range
of 87.8◦F-95◦F for exhaled breath temperature [27]. Fig. 1
illustrates the orientation of the compressed oxygen vessel

being in communication with the flow meter, the sample vessel
retaining the simulated breath sample liquid solution, and the
internal bladder of the electronic nose housing. The gasses
emitted from the simulated breath sample liquid solution being
retained within the sample vessel are carried by compressed
oxygen to mix with 150 ppm of compressed CO calibration
gas. The compressed CO gas is emitted from a controlled high
pressure aluminum cylinder in communication with the sample
vessel retaining the gasses emitted from the liquid alcohol and
the liquid acetone solution. These gasses are then pumped into
the internal bladder through a one-way valve of the inlet port.
The t-handle of the ball valve of the exhaust port is oriented
in a closed position to ensure the sample is retained in the
internal bladder long enough to saturate the gas sensors.

The alcohol, CO, and acetone gasses mimic the mixture of
gasses present in an exhaled breath and are carried with the
compressed oxygen carrier gas past a single MOS-based MQ-2
sensor configured to detect both CO and alcohol, a single
MOS-based MQ-135 sensor configured to detect acetone, and
a BME280 sensor configured to detect temperature having a
BMP280 piezo-resistive pressure sensor. The flow control of
the model A-5 In-Line Dual Scale Flowmeter is configured
for a user to visually monitor the volume of oxygen flow
in milliliters per second (mL/s) via a round ball within the
tapered tube of the flowmeter. The gas flows to the sensors
which are mounted on an inner wall surface of the internal
bladder near the inlet port of the electronic nose and the gas
is then exhausted through the exhaust port of the electronic
nose when the t-handle of the ball valve is oriented in an
open position.

After the gasses emitted from the simulated breath sample
solution saturate the sensors within the internal bladder of
the electronic nose, the analog signal from the MQ-2 and
MQ-135 sensors are transmitted to a LM393 High Precision
Comparator configured to digitize the signal. The comparator
determines when the threshold values set by the potentiometer
of the sensors have been met. The sensors of the electronic
nose interface with a microcontroller Arduino Uno and the
sensor values of CO, alcohol, acetone concentrations are
displayed on a serial monitor within approximately 27 seconds
from the initial sample introduction. The Arduino Uno code
converts the digital signal from output response (V) into
concentration (ppm) based on the resistance ratio (RS/R0) of
the resistance change when the sensor is exposed to a target
gas (RS) in relation to the stable sensor resistance of the sensor
in clean air (R0). Thus, a detected target gas of a sample
may be detected and measured to indicate the approximate
concentration in ppm.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Temperature, Pressure, and Flow Control
Fig. 2(a) shows the measured temperature detected from the
BME280 temperature sensor and the baseline drift of the

MQ-2 and MQ-135 sensors retained within the internal bladder
of the electronic nose at the ambient working condition of tem-
perature being approximately 66◦F and having approximately
61% humidity after preheating for 24 hours. The baseline of
the sensors output for both the MQ-2 and MQ-135 sensor
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Fig. 2. (a) Temperature and flow control of baseline drift over the MQ-2 and MQ-135 MOS based sensors, (b) Output responses of the MQ-2 sensor
at different flow rates of 300 ppm sample solution, (c) Output responses of the MQ-135 sensor at different flow rates of 300 ppm sample solution.

maintains a stable state at ambient working conditions for
concentrations of CO, alcohol, and acetone. The flow rate
of the carrier gas is regulated to dispense oxygen using the
flow control of the flowmeter which may be rotated to adjust
the flow of the carrier gas. Fig. 2(b) illustrates the resulting
output responses of the MQ-2 sensor as the sensor is exposed
to gasses emitted from 300 ppm of the sample solution at
different flow rates. Fig. 2(c) illustrates the resulting output
responses of the MQ-135 sensor as the sensor is exposed
to gasses emitted from 300 ppm of the sample solution at

different flow rates. For both the MQ-2 and MQ-125 sensors,
as the flow rates increase, the characteristic peaks of alcohol,
CO, and acetone, detected from the sample solution, occur
more rapidly compared to when the flow rate is reduced.
As the flow rate increases, the positions of the characteristic
peaks of alcohol, CO, and acetone congregate in a closer
proximity to each other compared to the peaks having a
decreased flow rate. The peaks of the target gas have a closer
proximity to each other during an increased flow rate result
in an increased difficulty to differentiate between each target
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Fig. 3. Gas concentration gradient of simulated breath sample having a flow rate of 25.00 mL/min (a) for the MQ-2 sensor, (b) for the MQ-135 sensor.

gas during an increased flow rate. However, the detection of
these peaks having a decreased flow rate require an increase
in detection time for each detection protocol. Thus, it would
be more desirable for an electronic nose to have a medium
flow rate resulting in a more rapid detection of a target
gas with minimal sample time for the sensors to return to
baseline. Thus, in light of the measured output response and
the detection time, the electronic nose proceeded with the more
desirable protocol using the sample solution having a flow rate
of the oxygen carrier gas being approximately 25.00 mL/s.

B. Gas Concentration Gradient
Fig. 3(a) illustrates the output response of the MQ-2 sensor

having a concentration of the simulated breath sample solution
with ranges between 10 ppm – 300 ppm having a flow rate
of 25.00 mL/min. Fig. 3(b) illustrates the output response of
the MQ-135 sensor having a concentration of the simulated
breath sample solution with ranges between 10 ppm – 300 ppm
having a flow rate of 25.00 mL/min. The detection range of
concentrations of alcohol, acetone, and CO detected in the
sample solution of the electronic nose was configured for a
detection range of approximately 10 ppm-300 ppm according
to the standard operating conditions of the sensors. As the
flow rate increases, the detection time of both the MQ-2 and
MQ-135 sensors decrease which is more desirable for rapid
detection of target gasses. The output response of the MQ-2
sensor demonstrates an elevated output response as a result of
an increased flow for all tested concentrations of sample solu-
tion between 10 ppm – 300 ppm. The output response of the
MQ-135 sensor demonstrates an elevated output response as a
result of an increased flow for tested concentrations of sample
solution between 10 ppm – 200 ppm. The signal accuracy of

Fig. 4. Correlation analysis of the concentration gradient, (a) for the
MQ-2 sensor, (b) for the MQ-135 sensor.

the of the MQ-135 sensor may be compromised from noise
as the sample solution exceeds 200 ppm. The concentrations
in ppm of alcohol, CO, and acetone are calculated after the
output of the MQ-2 and MQ-135 sensors are converted by the
code of the Arduino Uno microcontroller.
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Regression analysis was performed to determine the linear
model data between Time (s) and the Output Response (V) as
illustrated in Fig. 4(a) for the MQ-2 sensor and in Fig. 4(b) for
the MQ-135 sensor. The correlation between the values of the
output response peaks and the concentration gradient of the
sample solution have been determined and the fitting formula
of Fig. 4(a) has measured relativity (R2) showing the linear
regression model fits the data set of the MQ-2 sensor with
a R2 > 0.9073. Thus, 90.73% of the variation in the output
responses of the MQ-2 sensor results from the changes in
concentration values of sample solution. Fig. 4(b) depicts the
fitting formula having measured relativity (R2) indicating the
linear regression model fits the data set of the MQ-135 sensor
with a R2 > 0.3963. 39.63% of the variation in the output
responses of the MQ-135 sensor results from the concentration
values of sample solution.

There is a substantial difference in the R2 value of the
MQ-2 sensor and the MQ-135 sensor indicating that the
MQ-135 sensor may need to incorporate an improved low
noise design to perform signal conditioning, digital signal
processing, and pattern recognition to filter out the noise in an
attempt to increase accuracy and efficiency of these sensors.
In particular, the signal or detected inflammatory biomarker
being detected by the MQ-135 sensor may be suppressed
by background noise attributed to factors including, but not
limited to, environmental factors, human factors, concentration
value, or flow rate. Further, an air tight sample vessel and
sensors retained within an air tight internal bladder within
the chamber of the electronic nose housing may reduce the
exposure of the sensors to noise that may contribute to
crosstalk interference between gasses to improve accuracy of
the output response voltage of the gas sensors.

C. Comparative Sensor Analysis
Unlike GC-IMS techniques currently used to separate the

plurality of compounds in an exhaled breath sample and then
identification of each individual compound based on drift
velocity, MOS based MQ gas sensors of this instant study
detect a target gas based on a voltage divider network formed
by the load resistance and the sensor. The MQ-2 and MQ-135
sensors are coded using Arduino software configured to cal-
culate specific gas concentrations using fresh air calibration
data and the resistance ratio provided by the manufacturer’s
datasheet. In particular, the load resistance slope and intercept
of the calibration line follow a linear scale that is converted
into a log-log scale, as the MQ sensor data is nonlinear. The
Arduino coding program utilized in this study calculates the
resistance of the sensor from the analog voltage across the load
resistor.

For example, the MQ-2 sensor has sensitivity character-
istics for a plurality of gasses including, but not limited to,
CO and alcohol, whereby, a single MQ-2 sensor produces an
analog output voltage. Thus, a single MQ-2 sensor will not
differentiate between a concentration of detected CO and a
concentration of detected alcohol with a high accuracy. As a
result, it is expected that the accuracy of the sensors will
improve if a gas detection system has a first gas sensor having
a high sensitivity to CO and a second gas sensor having a high

sensitivity to alcohol rather than a single gas sensor having
a broad detecting scope encompassing both CO and alcohol.
Further, the incorporation of an array of sensors that are highly
specific to an individual target gas is desirable for our future
works in the evolution this current electronic nose system.
However, in light of the sensitivity characteristics of the MQ
sensors used in this instant study, the analysis of the unique
characteristics of the output response of a single MQ-2 sensor
to a diverse environment of target gasses, including CO and
alcohol, is explored in this paper to determine the suitability
of MQ sensors for the application of exhaled breath analysis
in COVID-19.

Referring again to Figs. 2(b) and 3(a), the MQ-2 sensor
output voltage data starting at 0 s has a baseline drift of
approximately 2.8 V, whereby, electrons from the heated tin
dioxide semiconductor particles of the sensing element interact
with ambient air, ionize the oxygen in the air causing the
tin dioxide to adsorb the oxygen and obstruct the electrical
current flow through the sensing element of the MQ-2 sensor.
At 6 s of exposure to the simulated exhaled breath sample
gas, an increase in the measured output voltage occurs at
3.7 V from the MQ-2 sensor. In particular, this voltage increase
occurs when the adsorbed oxygen becomes saturated by the
CO and alcohol gas mixture and is cleaved from its commu-
nication with the tin dioxide semiconductor particles of the
sensor, whereby, facilitating unobstructed current flow through
the sensing element and an associated resistance change of
an increased output voltage. As shown in Fig. 5, during
this voltage increase, the MQ-135 sensor detected peaks of
approximately 18 ppm acetone and the MQ-2 sensor detected
peaks of 42 ppm CO and 15 ppm alcohol from the 300 ppm
sample solution at a flow rate of 25.00 mL/min for 30 s.

Most apparent after 10 s, the output response voltage of
the MQ-2 sensor has a gradual decline as the CO and alcohol
gas mixture begin to dissipate to a lower concentration level.
This gradual decline in output response voltage is facilitated
as newly available electrons from the heated tin dioxide
semiconductor particles of the sensor ionize the oxygen in
the air. The sensor adsorbs the ionized oxygen and obstructs
the electrical current flow through the sensing element of the
MQ-2 sensor until the baseline drift of approximately 2.8 V
is achieved. In Figs. 2(b) and 3(a), the output response of the
MQ-2 sensor has not declined to meet its baseline drift of
approximately 2.8 V even at 90 s. In contrast, the MQ-135
sensor reaches its approximate baseline drift of 1.8 V, at a
faster rate, of approximately 50 s as illustrated in Figs. 2(c)
and 3(b). This time dependent characteristic is indicative that
an MQ-2 sensor with a wide scope of detection for a plurality
of gasses within a sample of diverse gasses will take a longer
length of time to reach baseline drift compared to an MQ-135
sensor with a higher selectivity for a single gas within a sample
of diverse gasses. This process may be expedited by purging
the system with compressed oxygen to remove the gasses
more quickly from the internal bladder of the electronic nose
between sampling intervals.

The design of the electronic nose platform has been con-
structed to minimize the impact of crosstalk interference of
gasses upon the gas sensors. In particular, as a result of the
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Fig. 5. Output response voltages from of the MQ-2 sensor and the MQ-135 sensor with associated individual gas concentrations in ppm of acetone,
alcohol, and CO from the 300 ppm sample solution at a flow rate of 25.00 mL/min for 30 s.

interactions of differing gasses within the simulated sample
of exhaled breath and the crosstalk interference that occurs
with these gasses at the sensing element of the MQ-2 sensor
compared to the MQ-135 sensor, the accuracy of an electronic
nose system for the application of exhaled breath analysis
would be enhanced by having an array of gas sensors each
having a high sensitivity and high selectivity to a single target
gas rather than having a wide detection scope of gases.

D. Detection Method
It would be desirable for a gas analysis system to indicate

to a user when concentrations within an exhaled breath fall
within a suitable range considered to be a breath pattern
signature of COVID-19, whereby, elevated concentrations of
CO and acetone combined with the lowered concentration of
alcohol are detected in COVID-19 breath samples and are
not characteristic of non-COVID-19 breath samples. In order
to accomplish incorporating a light emitting unit indicator to
the current electronic nose system to accurately activate in
response to both the CO and alcohol concentrations detected
within a sample, a first gas sensor having a high sensitivity
to CO and a second gas sensor having a high sensitivity to
alcohol would need to be provided. For example, CO emitted
from a non-COVID-19 breath sample has a concentration
range of approximately 2 ppm – 100 ppm, corresponding to a
“healthy” signature [14]. When a first gas sensor, having a high
sensitivity to CO, detects a concentration value of CO emitted
from the simulated breath sample solution having a value over
100 ppm, the red colored light emitting diode (LED) of the
breath chamber housing of the electronic nose will illuminate
to indicate a potential inflammatory response symptom of
COVID-19.

In another example, Table I shows alcohol emitted from
the a non-COVID-19 breath sample has a concentration range
between 0.4 ppm – 2.0 ppm, corresponding to a “healthy”
signature [15]. When a second gas sensor, having a high
sensitivity to alcohol, detects a concentration value of alcohol
emitted from the simulated breath sample solution having a
value less than 0.4 ppm, the green LED of the breath chamber
housing of the electronic nose will illuminate to indicate
a potential inflammatory response symptom of COVID-19.
Since the sensitivity characteristics of the MQ-2 sensor have
a broad detection range for alcohol, this sensor was calibrated
to increase sensitivity by rotating the potentiometer clockwise.

In yet another example, the MQ-135 sensor of Table I
is configured to detect a concentration of acetone. Acetone
emitted from a non-COVID-19 breath sample has a concen-
tration range between 0.24 ppm – 1.69 ppm, corresponding
to a “healthy” signature. When the MQ-135 sensor detects
a concentration value of acetone emitted from the simulated
breath sample solution having a value over 2.0 ppm, the yellow
LED will illuminate to indicate a potential inflammatory
response symptom of COVID-19. In a preferred embodiment,
if the target gas concentrations in the sample of exhaled breath
exceeds threshold values of at least 2 gas sensors, this may be
a strong indication of presence of an inflammatory response
associated with COVID-19.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The sampling and analysis of exhaled breath to determine
a variety of biomarkers in disease has been explored. These
investigations are implemented to gain a noninvasive insight
to the diagnosis and the monitoring of progression of diseases
such as lung disease, airway inflammatory disease, liver dis-
ease, and viral induced diseases such as COVID-19. Structural
configuration and sensor array materials of the electronic nose
devices have been shown to impact the gas sensor accuracy and
selectivity for a target gas as it relates to a desired signature
of disease in simulated COVID-19 breath sample analysis.
Further, the sensor type, the concentration of sample solution,
and flow of the electronic nose system have been shown to
influence the amount of CO, alcohol, and acetone gas detected.
The measured quantity of a plurality of detected gasses within
breath ultimately defines a unique signature over time.

To date, the direct link between SARS-CoV-2 gaining
access to the nervous system through the olfactory nerve to
invoke reversible anosmia and COVID-19 induced pediatric
inflammatory multisystem syndrome remains unexplored and
represents a major gap in knowledge about SARS-CoV-2 cel-
lular entry and associated detectable biomarkers of COVID-19.
Thus, we propose to elucidate the olfactory nerve’s role in viral
entry of SARS-CoV-2 to the nervous system and determine
further quantitative biomarkers associated its immune response
in an effort to gain insights in expanding the scope of the
breath pattern signature of detecting COVID-19. We posit that
a highly specified sensor array detection system may be capa-
ble of identifying inflammatory biomarkers of COVID-19 from
the breath of an individual. Accordingly, we will probe the role
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of electrochemical and semiconductor-based detection sensors
as well as canine detection of these viral components and/or
inflammatory biomarkers under ambient and pathological con-
ditions. Although there are ongoing efforts in breath analysis
research addressing the standardization sampling, analytic,
and reporting to correlate the data of the studies so that
the data may be better interpreted, modifications to existing
electronic nose devices are required to address the signal
suppression problem as for example, the MQ-135 sensor may
have demonstrated.
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